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Before they hit the beach and flock to pool parties, teach your daughters about modesty, purity, and

sexuality. The proven message of purity in Secret Keeper is now available for younger girls.The

world seeks to empower women, but one of the greatest powers you can teach your daughter is the

power of modesty. For girls 8-12 (and their mothers or small group leaders), Dannah Gresh brings

the message of purity in a biblical, engaging and bonding way - CDs, diaries with stickers, and

talking points! Pop the CD into the car system to hear greetings from Dannah Gresh and

contemporary artist Rebecca St. James, and take off on a new adventure together. Moms will learn

the key risk factors for girls, while Dannah's fun approach will appeal to young girls looking for a

positive adult role model. Each chapter in the mom's book suggests a creative date where you treat

yourselves to things like a facial, manicure, new outfit, tea party ... both mom and daughter will learn

valuable lessons corresponding to each date.
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I'm starting this series of dates with both my 11 and 9 year old daughters after attending a

mini-conference put on by the same group that published the book.The mother's book and the

daughter's diary are set up well. Just enough information to outline a simple object lesson and then

room to structure the date in a way that works for you--whether the date is out at a fancy restaurant

or spa something more cost effective like your own home. My 11 year old likes the child's diary



especially, it has lots of blank lined paper at the very end for her to write in and room to add photos

if you're a scrap booking fanatic.Both girls were a little self conscious at first with some of the

suggestions. Getting a hand massage in a fancy restaurant was different, and my youngest was

very nervous about the facial--but both are catching on to what the dates are intending to

do--pamper & lavish attention on them. Enough that now they are reading ahead and looking

forward to their own date time with me and actively making suggestions about what to do to make

the date more special for them. The neat thing is that they don't realize that all this special time is

helping them to build confidence in themselves. Something I wouldn't have said my girls were

lacking in particular. But seeing how much these dates lift them up, I'm kind of amazed at how much

some quality time with mom is doing for their confidence level(like super high quality time--time set

aside & not intruded upon by anything else happening in the house.)A word of warning, following

through with ALL the dates takes some planning & effort. The author does offer low cost

alternatives, but there are some expenses that are unavoidable if you follow each date as outlined

(especially the shopping date.
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